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S T R E N G T H  OF WATER, U N D E R  P U L S E D  L O A D I N G  

A. A.  B o g a c h  and  A.  V.  Utkin  UDC 532.538+539.539 

EzTeT~ments we~ perfo~ncd to study the strength of water under conditions of pulsed extension. 
which is typical of the interaction between a triangular compression pulse and a free surface. 
The tests were perfo~ned in a wide (40-1000 MPa)  range of 'variation in the amplitude of the 
compression pulse at deformation rates of 104-105 sec - l  . It is found th, at as the compression- 
pulse amplitude increases frvm 150 to 1050 hIPa,  th, e strength of water decreases from 46 to 
22 MPa. The deformation rate was found to have little effect on the strength. The possibility 
of using the model of homogeneous nucleation (formation of cavitation nuclei) to inte'rpret the 
data obtained is discussed. 

According to theoretical concepts, liquids can sustain considerable tensile stresses reaching 1()0- 
1000 MPa [1-3]. At the same time, much smaller values were obtained in stat ic tests (see [4]) and in 
cavitation studies in an intense acoustic field [5--7]. This discrepancy is due to the fact that in real liquids, 
the presence of heterogeneous sites (interfaces, solid inclusions, g~/.s bubbles, etc.)  gives rise to pore growth, 
which leads to fracture of the liquids. Ill water, for example,  the total amount  of heterogeneities with char- 
acteristic dimeiL~ions of 0.0(}1-10 #m is 10 '~ -10 ~i cm -3 [8, 9]. Of all the impurities in the liquid, only bubbles 
in the bulk and in small cracks of undiluted particles can have a considerable effect on its strength [7]. 

The strength of tt'm liquid under (lynamic loading is closer to the theoretical  value. Ill the present study. 
for dymunic extension of the li(luid, we use sI)alling phenomena  that occur in tile reflection of compression 
pulses fronl the free. surface of the substance to be examined [10]. The advantage  of this approach is that 
tlm fracture caused by 1-#see pulses is volume (the effect of tim boundaries is negligible) and occurs ill a 
thin layer of the substance. This leads to a decre~sed nunlber  of heterogeneous sites that can influence the 
fracture of the liquid. Moreover, the precompression in the shock wave is likely to result ill the collapse of 
the pores, which also intensifies homogeneous nucleation. 

The pulsed extension of liquids under shock-wave loading was used to s tudy  the cavitation of glycerin 
[11-13], water [14-16], ethyl(me glycol [15], ethanol [16], and mercury [17]. Glycerin is most extensively 
studied, for which a relation between the spall s t rength and the temperature  was (tetermined [13] and it was 
shown that  at 20~ its strength is equal to 60 MPa for any (tefbrmation ra te  [12]. The vahms of the spall 
fracture of water obtained by different authors differ by several orders (from 3.9 MPa [15] to 400 MPa [18]). 
There are no reliable experimental data on how tile deformat ion conditions influence the character of fracture. 
At tile same time, the phenonmnon of cavit[ttion is of considerable practical interest,  which stinmlates the 
study of tile behavior of water upon I)ulsed extension. In this paper, the results of experimental deterinimttion 
of ttm spall strength of water are given fi)r wide ranges of  compression-pulse amplitudes and durations and 
tile question as to whether  tile honlogeneous-nucleation model can be used to interpret  tlle results obt~dned 
is considered. 
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TABLE 1 

Test h w, 

No. m m  

1 8 

2 8 
3 8 
4 8 
5 8 
6 2 
7 4 
8 8 

Pi}~ 

MPa 

31{) 
310 
300 
40 

150 
406 
430 

1050 

Iti~, 
m/s~ 

206 
,113 
403 

52 
20O 
542 
574 

1403 

AW, 
Ill/See 

564-2 

5.5 4- 2 

> 50 
624-5 
59• 2 
524-2 
304- 2 

Ps, ~" 10-4,  

MPa see -  t 

- -  9 

42.0 4- 1.5 9 

41.0 4- 1.5 5 

> 38 2.7 

46.0 4- 4.0 5 

44.0 4- 1.5 I4 

39.O 4- 1.5 10 

22.5 4- 2.0 2 

E x p e r i m e n t a l  R e s u l t s .  A sctmme for experimental  studies of the pulsed extension of water  is shown 

in Fig. 1. Shock waves were generated as a result of the collision of the aluminum striker 1 of thickness 0.2- 
0.4 nun and d iameter  60 mm,  which is accelerated by an explosive thrower [10] to velocities of 200-600 m/sec,  

against the acrylic plastic bo t t om  of a dish (screen 2) 2 m m  thick. The loading conditions were varied by 
changing the  size of tile explosive charge, tim thickness of the striker, and the thickness hw of water  lager 3 (see 

Table 1). To record the velocity, we used a VISAR laser interferometer [191 with an interferometer  constant  
equal to 80.8 m/sec;  the measurement  error was 4-2 m/sec  and the temporal resolution was approxinmtely  

5 nsec. T h e  h~ser beam was reflected from tim ahmfinum foil 4 (7 lira thick), which separated water  from air. 
The geometr ical  parameters  of the setup ensured tile one-dimensional loading conditions and excluded the 

arrival of tile lateral unloading wave during the experiment.  Figure 2a and b shows the mass-velocity profiles 
plotted with the use of experimental  data. The figures at  tile curves correspond to the exper iment  number.  
The veh)city profiles are arl)itrarily shifted along the t axis relative to each other, since the zero t ime is of 

no significance. In all the tests (excel)t for test No. 3 wtmre fresh tap water was used), distilled water  at an 
initial t e m p e r a t u r e  of 20~ was used. On reaching the free surface, tile compression pulse was triangular,  

which was determined in the experiinents l)erformed according to a scheme similar to that  shown in Fig. 1, 

but  tim foil was I)laced into" water  in this case. As an example,  Fig. 2a shows tim mass-velocity profile which 

refers to test  No. 1, where the foil was placed inside a thick layer of water 8 m m  from the screen. 
Upon  reaching the free surfhce, the shock wave gives rise to a jump in the surface velocity up to a 

tt}) value (see Table 1) equal to the double mt~ss velocity in the shock wave. A centered rarefact ion wave 

propagates  deep into tile water  and interacts with the incident unloading wave; this leads to internal fracture, 
i.e., spalling. During the fracture, tile tensile stresses relax to zero and form a compression wave, which 

arrives at the  free surface in the form of a so-called st)ailing pulse. Subsequent velocity oscillations are caused 
by circulation of the waves between the specimen surface and the fracture region. These specific features are 

observed for the  velocity profiles that refer to test Nos. 2 and 3 (see Fig. 2a). A comparison of profiles 1 

and 2 shows tha t  the rule of velocity doubling is fulfilled with good accuracy. This supports  the absence of 
cavitation a t  tile foil-water interfiwe, which otherwise leads to weaker adhesion between the foil and water  
and, as a sequence, to a smaller steeImess of the velocity drop immediately after tile shock wave has reactmd 

tile free surface. The value of the spall strength P.~, which characterizes the max inmm tensile stresses in 

the specimen,  was deternfined front the minimum velocity It~,~ attained in front of the spalling pulse [10]: 

P~ = 0.5p0coAtV, where A W  = tI'0 - lt~,~ and P0 and co t~re, respectively, the initial density and velocity of 

sound in wa te r  at  20~ and at  a pressure of 10 .5 Pa. 
Figure 2 shows ttle free-surNce velocity of water IV versus time t for the case where the ampl i tude  of 

the compression pulse P0 increases from 40 to 1000 MPa  and the defornmtion rate  in the unloading par t  of the 
pulse g = (dl~dt)/(2co) increases from 104 to 105 see -~. The  strength P.~, calculated by the above formula, 

is given in Table  1. It  is seen tha t  the experimental results are characterized by good reproducibil i ty and an 
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almost constant wdue of P., in the entire interw/1 of deformation rates, and the strength of fresh tap  water 
(test No. 3) is equal to that of distilled water. An exception is test No. 8. in which the shock-wave ampli tude 
is nmxinmm and loading w~s I)erformed IW a plane-wave generator through a steel screen rather t han  [W the 
striker. In this test, the defi)rmation rate was ahnost the same as in test No. 4, and the compression-wave 
amplitude was a factor 25 greater than in test No. 4, which results in a twofold decrease in the spall s trength.  
We emphasize that ,  in fact, the tensile stresses in test No. 4 slightly exceed the measured value of 38 MPa, 
since the minimum velocity recorded is due to the fact that  not the spall pulse but  the second shock wave 
formed after the collision of the massive steel at tenuator  following the striker against the water reached tim 
free surface. 

We point out  some specific features of tlm free~-surface velocity profiles. First, the front of the spalling 
pulse is very steep, which shows that  the porosity growth rate in the cavitation region is high after  the  onset 
of fracture [20]. Second, the periodic velocity oscillations in the spall plate are not noticeable in contrast ,  for 
example, to metals  where these oscillations are pronounced, probably owing to the fact that the cavi tat ion 
region enlarges with tinm and apI)roaches the fl'ee surface. The boundary between tile water and the  fracture 
region is not distinct,  which also leads to smoothed oscillations. Utkin [21] considered the 1)roblem of  viscous 
fracture of a medium under spalling conditions and showed that  tbr instantaneous fracture, the spalling- 
pulse amplitude is e(lual to the incident-wave amt)litude and it is smaller in other  cases. In the resulting 
profiles, the spalling-pulse amplitu(le is equal to the mmximmn velocity: it exceeds this value in test  No. 3, 

the difference being greater than the experimental error. This is probably due to the Net that the mot ion  of 
the cavitation-region boundary influences the formation of a spalling pulse. 
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Discuss ion  of  E x p e r i m e n t a l  Resu l t s .  Tim spall fracture of liquids differs flmdamentally from 
that  of metals, polymers, and other condensed media. For pulsed extension-induced negative pressures, tile 
liquid is in tile region of metastable state III (Fig. 3), whose lifetime depends on the purity of the liquid 
and extension conditions. Figure 3 shows the phase plane of water in the neighborhood of the two-phase 
water I-steam II region (P  [MPa] is tile pressure and T [~ is the temperature). The liquid spinodal S and 
the phase-equilibrium curve (biI~odal) B plotted with the use of the da ta  of [4] and [22], respectively, bound 
tile metastability region; C is tile critical point. 

Ill tile experiments, water w~ts compressed along the Hugoniot curve H up to tile maximum pressure 
P0 (see Tal)le 1) and then unloaded isentrot)ically to the states shown by light circles in Fig. 3. The arrow 
indicates that  the strength wdue measured in test No. 4 gives the lower bound. Tile Hugoniot curve H and 
unloading isentropic curves (dashed curves in Fig. 3) were calculated with the use of shock-compression data 
from [23] and the caloric equation of stat;e of water given in [24]. TILe metastable state fails as a result of tile 
growth of l)ores, which always exist in the liquid and are generated by thermal fluctuation t)rocesses. ~Ve now 
consider the effect of homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation on cavitation under spalling conditions. 

Let tile strength observed in tile ext)eriments be due to the growth of pores that  exist in tim liquid. 
With allowance for viscosity," ttLe variation ill porosity Vp = (4 /3 )NrrR  3 is described by the equation [25] 

Vp = 4 N T r R 2 R  = - 4 N T r R 2 R p / ( 4 q )  = - 3 V p P / ( 4 q ) .  (1) 

where R is the radius of thepore ,  N is the number of pores per unit volume, and q is the viscosity of water. 
The dot denotes differentiation with respect to time. 

An analysis of the effect of the kinetics of pore growth on the dynamics of the wave interaction upon 
spalling [26] shows that a nfinimum in the free-surface velocity profile forms when l/p exceeds the critical value 
proportional to the deformation rate in the unloading part  of the incident pillse ~: Vp = 7~, where 7 '~ 1. 
If it is r that  the bubble density is N ~ 103-104 cn1-3 for R0 = 1.5 itnl [9] under normal conditions 
(P  m 105 Pa and T = 20~ we find tha t  at zero time the value of the rate I/p is of tile order of 105 sec - l ,  
which coincides with tile deformation rate in the experiment. Therefore. using tile heterogeneous-nucleation 
model, one can obtain spall-strength values close to the experimental values. However, one should keep ill 
mind that tile extension is preceded by shock-wave conlpression and water is subjected to a I)ressure equal to 
tile incident-wave amI)litude for al)proximately 0.5 itsec. As a result, the pores partially collal)se, the effect 
of heterogeneous nucleation on cavitation becomes weak, and tile effect of honlogeneous nucleation becomes 
more pronounced under spalling conditions. This is supported by the coincidence of tile experimental vahtes 
of the spall strengths of distilled and fresh tap water. Moreover, it follows from the kinetic equation (1) that 
P.~ ~ ~ [26]. One can see that  the character of this dependence (curve 1 in Fig. 4) does not agree with tile 
experimental results. 
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~Ve consider the effect of homogeneous nucleation on tile pore ~ o w t h  upon spalling. According to the 
thermodynamic thc<)ry of fluctuations [1, 25], the number  of pores J with the critical radius R~: = 2,~/Ps ((7 is 
tim surface-tension coetficient) which forln per unit volume in a unit time is given by 

J N o a ~ T T  ( 167r 
= - exp . (2) 

~1 3P] k T ] 

where N0 is the mmlber of molecules per  unit vohune of the liquid. T [K] is tile tenq)erature, and k is the 
Boltzmann constant. Using relations (2), Zel'dovich showed [1] that for water, the ultimate strength J is 
approximately 200 MPa. As was noted above, the u l t imate  strength upon spalling is determined from the 
mininmm in tim free-surface velocity profile, which in tu rn  ibrms when the porosity growth rate exceeds the 

critical wfiue. 
The  kinetic equation (1) is replaced by the system of two equations 

t 

"47rR2Rj dt -~ 7rR J, (3) 4 7rR3 J + 

0 

= - ( P R  + 2cr)/'q. (4) 

The  first and second terms on the right side of (3) allow for the increase in porosity owing to homogeneous 
nucleation and pore grSwth, respectively. Simplification of Eq. (3) is a result of the assumption of small 
wxriation in J in the formation of a spalling pulse. In contrast  to (1), relation (4) also takes into account tim 
effect of surface-tension forces on tim kinetics of pore growth fbr R ~ R,.. Since the derivative R --* R~ vanishes 
as R (the mwleus is in an equilibrium but  unstal)le state) ,  the integration in (4) should be performed from the 
l)oint R' = Rc + AR,  where AR = v/3kT/(87ra).  One should also keep in mind that, for snmll R ~,, 10 nnL 
tim surface tension de(;rcases linearly with the pore radius [4], This leads to an exp(?nential increase in tile 
nucleation rate. For example, if a decreases by threefold for R = R~, the characteristic wflue of J is of the 
order of 1~ :- m -:l- se( ' -I  . Even in this ci~e, the initial porosi ty growth rate is small (al)proximately 10 see- l ) ;  
nevertheless, a minimum forms in the free-surface velocity l)rofile, since Vp increases with time [26]. The 
nfinixnum is ext)ected to t)e fairly smooth,  which is observed in the experiments. 

Assuming that prec!sely the nucleation process is responsible for the increase in porosity rather  than 
tim subsequent pore growth in a viscous liquid, we determine,  from Eqs. (2) and (3), the character of the 
relation between the spall strength and the deformation ra te  [26]: 

A~  v'gfiT(B/ ), (5) 
where A and B are constants which depend (m the t empera tu re  both explicitly and in terms of the viscosity 
and the surface-tension coefficient. The  lower bound of B is estimated to be of the order of 10 z5 sec -1. 

Curve 2 in Fig. 4 is plotted by relation (5) for A = 110 MPa and B = 10 l~ sec - t .  One can see that  

relation (5) agrees with the experimental  da ta  (points in Fig. 4). Test No. 8 with the maximunl amt)litude 
of the shock wave is an exception. In this case, the abrup t  decrease in the strength cannot be explained only 
by the increase in the a ~ r a g e  t empera tu re  after unloading, since it is only 10~ greater than that  in test 
No. 4 with the minimum shock-wave ampli tude (see Fig. 3), which leads to a decrease in the constant A by 
approxinmtely 10% and not by 40%. which is necessary for agreement with tim experinlent. It is likely that  
tim effect of the shock wave is :lot limited l)y the pore collapse and tile chaIlge in tim average temt)erature 

after unloading. 
Heating of the liquid can be significant in tim neighborhood of a deformed I)ore. This causes the 

formation of "hot spots" whose dimensions are close to the  iuitial diameter of the cavity, and the temperature  
of micron pores can reach 1000~ [5]. The  tempera ture  in the site (lecrea~ses at)ruptly with time, and the 
dimension of the elevated-temperature region increases ms a sqmu'e root of the time. Therefore. at tile 
moment  the tensile stresses occur in the liquid, micron regions with a temperature  higher than the residual 
te,nperature,  in which the hoinogeneous nucleation proceeds at the highest rate, can exist. Our consideration 
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is consistent with test No. 8 if the temperature in these regions is assumed to be approximately 60~ gxeater 
than the average temperature. Moreover, the strength is bound to decre~e noticeably with increase in 
the shock-wave amplitude, since not only the residual temperature but also the "hot spot" temperature 
incre~ses in this case. This is supported by the experimental results given in Fig. 5, where the solid curve 
refers to the linear approximation of our experimental data (open points). For given deibrmation rate and 
initial temperature, there exists a compression-pulse amplitude at which the spall strength is mm-dmum. With 
further decrease in pressure, the cavitation still occurs, but the tensile stresses do not exceed the compression- 
t)ulse aml)litude, which is precisely the estimate of strength of tlm liquid (the dotted curve in Fig. 5). This 
l)robal)ly explains the low st)all strength measured by Marston and Urgen [15] (filled I)oints in Fig. 5). 

Thus, an analysis of the spall-strength data for water shows that the homogeneous-nucleation model 
describes tim experimentally observed weak depemlence of tim strength on the deformation rate. The decrease 
in the tensile stresses induced l)y the increase in the compression-pulse amt)litudc is also explained within 
the framework of this al)proach if the elevate(i-tenlperature regions are a.~suined to occur i~s a result of the 
collapse of pores, which always exist in the liquid. 
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